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A point p E PXlX is a remote point of X if p&cl,,D for any nowhere dense D cX. Van 
Douwen, and independently Chae and Smith, have shown that each non-pseudocompact space 
of countable n-weight has a remote point. Van Mill showed that many spaces of a-weight wi, 
such as o x 2”’ also have remote points. 
We show that arbitrarily large products of spaces with countable n-weight which are not 
pseudocompact have remote points. In particular, w x 2” for any infinite cardinal K. 
1. Preliminaries and introduction 
All spaces considered are completely regular and @X denotes the tech-Stone 
compactification. A point p E pX\X is a remote point of X if x&clpxD for any 
nowhere dense subset D cX. A p-base s%? for a space X is a family of nonempty 
open subsets of X such that each nonempty open set in X contains some B E 5%. 
The r-weight, rw(X), of X is the least cardinal K such that X has a r-base of 
cardinality K. A space X is ccc if each cellular family of open sets is countable. 
Van Douwen [2], and independently Chae and Smith [l], have shown that a 
non-pseudocompact space with countable r-weight has a remote point. Later van 
Mill [8] showed that many spaces with m-weight o1 also have remote points; in 
particular w X 2”‘. It is known that, under CH, any small (]C*(X)] cc) non- 
pseudocompact space has a remote point [7]. In [4], I showed that, assuming 
Martin’s Axiom, MA, any non-pseudocompact ccc space of weight at most c has 
remote points. If we consider only ccc spaces, all of these results are for spaces 
with r-weight at most c. It is unknown if all ccc spaces have remote points. We 
will show that there are ccc spaces with arbitrarily large n-weight which have 
remote ponts. 
On the other hand, van Mill and van Douwen [3], showed that there are 
non-pseudocompact spaces which have no remote points. In [7], the authors 
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construct a space of r-weight w2 without remote points. These spaces which do 
not have remote points are distinctly not ccc; in fact the method used to show that 
they have no remote points implies that they are not ccc. 
Whenever X is a set and K is a cardinal we define (as usual) 
[X]“={A~X:]A/=K}, 
[Xl’* ={AcX: /A/SK}, 
[Xl’” ={A cX: IAI-cK}. 
1.1. Definition. We will call 9~ P(X) remote if for each nowhere dense set D c X 
there is an F E 9 such that F n D = 0. A collection 9 c g(X) will be called n-linked, 
for n E w, if n-fold intersections of elements of 9 are non-empty. 
A very useful technique for constructing filters on a topological sum, CX,,, is to 
first construct n-linked collections 6irn on X, ; then let 9 = {F c X: F nX, E 9” for 
all but finitely many n}, This technique has been put to good use to construct 
different types of points in pX\x; cf. [2, 8, 9, 5,4). In order to find remote points 
in normal spaces we need only find free remote filters of closed sets. 
1.2. Fact. Let X, be a normal space, for n E o, and suppose that there is a remote 
n-linked collection of closed sets P,, on X,, for each n E CO. Then X = Cx, has remote 
points. 
Indeed, let 9= {F cX: 3N E w such that for n % N, there is an F,, E 9” with 
F,, c F}. Now if D cX is closed and nowhere dense, we may choose, for n E w, 
F, E 9” such that F,, nD = 0. Then F = U F,, is an element of 9 and clexF nclsxD 
= 0 since X is normal. Therefore if p E n{cl,.&z F E 8, then p is a remote point 
of x. 
1.3. Fact. Let 33 be r-base for a ccc space X and let r = {u E [a]“: u is a maximal 
cellular set of open subsets of X}. If 9 is a closed filter on X such that for each u E r 
there is an FE 9 with F c IJ {a : a E a}, then 9 is remote. 
For if D c X is nowthere dense, we can find a u E f such that d n D = 0 for 
each a E u. Therefore there is an F E 9 with F nD = 0. 
2. The main results 
Our first example of a space with large weight having remote points is w X S(&). 
For a cardinal K, let p, be the usual product measure on 2” [6]. This measure is 
u-additive and ~~(2”) = 1. JCI, is the Boolean algebra of measurable sets modulo 
sets of measure zero. S(Jtl,) is the Stone space of this algebra. If a EJ&, then let 
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a* denote the clopen subset of S(&,) corresponding to all ultrafilters on& containing 
a. We will slightly abuse notation and let ~*(a) be the measure of a representative 
of the equivalence class a. 
2.1. Theorem. The space w X S(&) has remote points. 
Proof. Notice that if U c S(Ju,) is a nonempty open subset, then there is an a E,U, 
such that ~4 c U and ~1~ (a) > 0. Since cc, is U-additive, S(&) is ccc. For it E w we 
shall construct an n-linked remote set of closed sets, 9”. By 1.2, this will prove 
the theorem. 
Let f = {U E [JtMlw: {a: a E cr} is a maximal cellular family of clopen sets}. As 
noted in 1.3, for each nowhere dense D c S(J&) there is a U E r such that U {a^ : a E 
U}nD=0.Nowsince,forU~f,~{a^:u~U}isdenseinS(JU,),~{~.,(u):u~U}= 
1. For each U E r and n E w choose a finite subset Un of CT such that 2 {CL, (a): a E U,} > 
(n - 1)/n. Let F(U, n) = IJ { &:a EU~}; F(u, n) is a clopen subset of S(JZ&). Let us 
show that, for n E w, 9” = {F(U, n): u E f } is n-linked. Let {U1, . . . , CT,} c I’ and for 
each i = 1,. . . , n, let Ut EJ& such that Bi =F(Ui, n). Observe that /.~~(ai)> (n -1)/n. 
Therefore 
/J-r ( i$l Ui)=l- li i=l /.L*(2’\Ut)>l-,$I~=0. 
Therefore, for a = ny=‘_, ai, 
i)F(Ui,n)=icdizd#O. 
i=l 
This result was surprisingly simple given the usual difficulties encountered in 
constructing remote points. Our next result will be to show that a non-pseudocom- 
pact space which is the product of countable r-weight spaces has remote points, 
in fact that it has remote n-linked collections. This is more difficult and owes 
much to van Douwen’s construction [2]. Van Douwen introduced the idea of using 
a x-base to put a kind of order on the nowhere dense sets. One then constructs a 
remote n-linked collection, g,,, by ensuring that an element in 9” corresponding 
to a nowhere dense set meets all elements corresponding to nowhere dense sets 
that come before it in the order. We shall find such an order on the maximal cellular 
families coming from a r-base. We‘ hope that this technique may prove useful for 
other ccc spaces but we have not yet found any. The key is that the space must 
have a special kind of r-base. If .!zZ, CZf, %’ c 9(X), we shall say that %’ refines d A 8 
iffora~~,6~93withun6#0,thereisac~%’withE~unb. 0 
2.2 Definition. + set .vZ c 9(X) is wide if for any maximal cellular family of open 
sets, a, there is a finite (~1 =a such that U u1 nA # 0 for all A E&. And d = 
U,,,&” G p(X) is good if each 4 is wide, &,, c &+*, and for any n, m E w there 
is a k E o such that ~4k refines & n a?,,,. If U c X and n E w we will say that U is 
n-derful if U n A # 0 for each A E tin where ~4 = U .FZ,, is a good r-base for X. 
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Our reason for mah Definition 2.2 is that the main result was motivated by 
a proof that 2” has ren n-linked systems and it only required that 2” had a good 
r-base. The usual bas r 2” is a good r-base where A E ~4, if A is the set of all c ,.~, 
extensions of a finite partial function whose domain is of cardinality less than or 
equal n. It is easily seen that SW,) has a good T-base. 
2.3. Theorem. Let X be a space with a good r-base. Then X has a remote n-linked 
collection of closed sets for each n E o. If X is also non-pseudocompact, then it has 
remote points. 
Proof. Let d = U J& be a good r-base for X and let r = {u cd: (T is a maximal 
cellular family}. Let n E w and for u E f, we recursively define, for 0 “-j <n, integers 
k(u, j) and finite subsets S(U, j) of ff as follows. Let k(u, 0) be the smallest integer, 
k, such that u n&k # 0, and let S(U, 0) = {a} for some a E u A&~(~.~,. Now let j < n 
and suppose we have defined k (a, j) and S(cr, j) such that l_JS(q, j) is k (u, j - l)- 
derful. Since &k(a,iJ is wide, we can choose S(u, j + l), a finite subset of ff containing 
S(u, j) such that U S(a, j + 1) is k(u, j)-derful. Now find k such that S(u, j + 1) c .& 
and let k(u,j + 1) be the smallest integer such that SPk(o.j+i) refines tik(o,j) ndk, 
which exists because B is good. 
Fact. P,, = {U S( U, n): u E r} is n-linked. Let r1 c f be of cardinality n. Recur- 
sively, for 0 ~j c n, choose oj E f 1 such that k(q, j) is the minimum of {k (a, j): u E 
fi\{ui: i <j}}. Choose a0 E s(uo, 0) n &,,.o,. Suppose j <n - 1 and we have found 
aiE~~,,.j,suchthatajcn:_,[u S(ui,i)l.Now,k(uj,j)~k(uj+~,j)andS(uj+~,j+ 
1) is k(uj+I, j)-derful. Hence there is an aj+l E S(uj+l, j + 1) such that a&i n ai + 0. 
By the definition of k@+l, j + 1) there is an aj+l cdk(a,,I.j+l) such that ajti ‘=a;+~ n
ai. Therefore aj+i c n:‘o’, [u S(ui, i)]. Hence an-1 cny:,’ [u S(u;.,)l and the Fact 
is proven. 
Finally, since for u or, S(rr, n) is a finite subset of u, by 1.3, g,, is remote. Hence 
the theorem is proven by 1.2. 
Now suppose that X is not pseudocompact. We can therefore find cozero subsets 
of PX, C,, such that clsx[lJ C,]\lJ cl,,&‘, c BXVr and cl,.&Z,, nclp&‘,,, =0 for 
n#m.LetX, = cl@,& then C X, is normal and C*-embedded in /?X. Also each 
remote point of IX, is a remote point of X because each such point has a 
neighborhood U such that U nx X, c U C,. Now we assert that if &k = 
{intPxclaxA: A E & and A c C,}, then lJ.&,k is a good r-base for X,. Therefore, 
since X,, has an n-linked remote collection, for each n E o, X has remote points 
by 1.2. 
Now in order to show that a non-pseudocompact product of spaces with countable 
z-weight has remote points we shall show that each such space has a good r-base. 
We first introduce some notation. Let (Xi: i E I} be a set of spaces and Iet, for i E I, 
{Bi,, : n E o) be a r-base for Xi. If r$ is any finite partial function from I into w, we 
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let dam(4) be the domain of 4 and [4] will denote the set {x ~nXi: x(i)~Bi.d,i, 
for i E dom(c5)). Let P be the set of all finite partial functions from I to w. 
2.4. Lemma. If X,, for a E I, is u space of countable m-weight, then fl {X,: a E I} 
has a good n-base. 
Proof. For each a EI let {B,.,: m E W} be a r-base for X,, then Sp = {[c.5]: 4 E P} 
is a r-base for nXa. Recursively define g,, functions from I to w, such that for 
each a ~1, g,(a)<g,+i(a) and if j, k Sg,,(a) with B,,i nB,.k #0 there is an m < 
g,+*(a) such that B,., c B,.i A Bo,k. Let, for n E w\(O), d, = {[+I: ]dom(4)] s n and 
a E dom(c5) implies 4 (a) <g,(a)}. Clearly Sp = U & and it is easy to check that 
~&+,,,+i refines & n&,. It remains only to show that each & is wide. 
Let y be any maximal cellular family of members of 1. Define a function f: P + P 
such that [f(qCj]Ey and [q5]n[f(q5)]#0. Now, for c5 EP, define f ={f(4): $EP, 
dam(4) E [domkb)l”” and $(a)sg,(a) for each a E dam(4)). Notice that 4 is a 
finite set and {[$I: 4 Ed} c y. Now choose [ao] E y arbitrarily and let RO = {a~}. 
Recursively define, for j <n, finite sets Ri+l by Ri+l = Rj v UC$: 4 E Rj}. We shall 
show that lJ {[I&]: 4 E R,} is n-derful. Let [r] E J& be arbitrary; we must show that 
there is a 9 E R, with [$I n [T] # 0. Let Do = dom&) n dam(r); observe that 0 s 
l&l < n since ]dom(r)j c n. If ]~cl= 0, then [a01 n [T] # 0 and we are done. Otherwise 
we can recursively define, for 0 sj c n, aj+i = f(rID,) with aj+i E Rj+l and Dj+i = 
dom(aj+i) n dam(r). Indeed if aj E R, then aj+i E 8, c Rj+l since Dj E [dom(aj)]“” 
and r(u) s g,,(u) for each a E dam(r). There is a j <n such that Dj+l = Dj since 
n 3 IDo/ + C lDj+l\Djl and U Dj cdom(~). 
O<j<n jsn 
NOW since Uj+i = f (71D,), [aj+l] n [71Di] Z 0 and therefore [aj+J n [7Iq+J Z 0. We 
then have that [aj+i] n [r] # 0 because dom(r)pj+i ndom(aj+i) = 8. 0 
2.5. Theorem. If X = JJ{Xa : a E I} is a non-pseudocompact space with TW (X,) = w 
for each a E I, then X has remote points. 
Proof. Apply 2.4 and 2.3. q 
2.6. Corollary. For each infinite cardinal K, w X 2”, WI, and w X Iw” have remote 
points. 
2.7 Remark. Products of spaces with countable r-weight are discussed further by 
Peters [lo] in the setting of G-spaces introduced in [l]. 
3. Another ccc space 
As we mentioned in Section 2 we have not found any other spaces for which 
the technique in 2.3 is useful. However we have found a space for which the 
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technique does not work. The space is w x S where S is a Souslin line. A Souslin 
line, S, is a compact ccc connected linearly ordered non-separable space. The 
existence of a Souslin line is independent of the usual axioms of set theory. S has 
a r-base, T, such that T ordered by inclusion is a Souslin tree, (see [ 111). We will 
only need to know that T can be expressed as U,,,, u, where each u= is a maximal 
cellular family and for a c p, up refines (T, (for each a < ~1, u= is the ath level of 
T). 
Not only is it true that S does not have a good m-base; there is not even a remote 
2-linked collection of closed subsets of S. Suppose that 9 is such a collection. For 
each a <ml, choose F, ~9 such that F, nS\i_.bm =0. Since F, is compact, there 
is a finite 7, c map, such that F, c UT=. Therefore, for a <p < ~1, there are a E 7= 
and b E rp such that bc Q (this is what we meant by refines). Recursively choose, 
for a <WI, f(a)<ol and Q(~)E~~(~, such that /3 >a implies d6,P,~aE(,) and 
I@ E u,,,, 7,: %m, 16}1= ml. However the existence of a sequence of open sets 
like {uEcolJ: a < wl} contradicts that S is ccc. Therefore there is no remote 2-linked 
collection of closed subsets of S. 
We can show, however, that w x S does have remote points. In [4], we showed 
that under MA, all non-pseudocompact ccc spaces of weight c had a remote point. 
Our method was to list all maximal cellular families of regular closed sets and using 
MA carry out an induction of length c. We use the same method here but we do 
not need MA because we can find w1 maximal cellular families which will still give 
a remote filter. Of course we cannot use MA because Souslin lines do not exist in 
models in which MA holds [ 111. 
3.1. Theorem. Suppose there is a So&in line S, then w x S has remote points. 
Proof. Let T = U,,,, urn be the aforementioned r-base of S. For each a < w1 and 
n E o let u,(n) = {{n} x a : a E aa}. Suppose that for p <a < ol, we have chosen, for 
each n Ew, a finite set 78(n)cu6(n) such that for FEN= = 
{nsec [IJ,,, tJ rp(n)]: G E [alcu}, F n {n} x S # 0 for all but finitely many n E o. 
Since Is= 1 s W, we can index g_ ={Fk: k~w}. For each n EU, lJu=(n) is dense 
in {n} x S and 9= is an open filter. Therefore, for each n E w, we can choose a finite 
T,(n)cu~(n)suchthatUr,(n)nF~#0foreachk<n forwhichFkn{n}xSfO. 
Hence if F E 2Pm, F n (LJ am) # 0 for all but finitely many n E w. 
Let 9 = {F: FE U,,,, 9_}. Clearly 4G is a filter, let us show that it is remote. Let 
D c w x S be a closed nowhere dense set and let u be any maximal cellular family 
of open subsets of w XS such that d nD = 0 for a EU. Since u is countable, T is 
a r-base, and for a <p, us refines a,, there is an a < t.01 such that for a E U,,, Us (n ), 
~3 n D = 0. For each n E w, 7=(n) is a finite subcollection of u,(n), hence U 7,,(n) n 
D = 0. Therefore, since IJ,,, IJ 7,(n) E 9, 9 is remote. 
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